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Whereas, Professor John Wicks attended the University of South Dakota and become involved with student government;

Whereas, Professor Wicks accepted a professorship at The University of Montana in 1964;

Whereas, Professor Wicks was advisor to The Associated Students of The University of Montana Central Board for 18 years;

Whereas, Professor Wicks is remembered by many student leaders as the mentor who taught them political discourse, statesmanship and navigating stormy campus issues;

Whereas, Professor Wicks mentored generations of students to become active and engagement citizens;

Therefore, Let It Be Resolved that The Associated Students of The University of Montana recognize the distinguished and tireless efforts Professor Wicks provided to the student community at The University of Montana;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved that the 2011/2012 Associated Students of The University of Montana name the new ASUM Conference Room the “Professor John Wicks Board Room.”
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